The continued evolution and adoption of AI applications is putting pressure on IT. They recognize that force-fitting legacy hardware with a powerful GPU is simply not enough to satisfy modern workload and stakeholder requirements. This is compelling IT to look to a modern compute platform that can better enable organizations to democratize and scale AI.

Modernize Compute for an AI-driven Future with Dell Servers and NVIDIA

AI Adoption and Increased Spending

Businesses continue to emphasize the importance of AI adoption as a game changer for modern businesses.
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Overcoming AI Challenges

Organizations continue to grapple with legacy infrastructure challenges. Traditional CPU and commodity GPU components are simply unable to support the unique performance demands required by the diverse workloads found throughout the AI lifecycle.

As businesses look for a fast AI onramp that balances simplicity, performance, scale, reliability, and price, IT is in search of a compute platform that can enable organizations to effectively and optimally scale their AI environments.

To meet the accelerated computing needs of modern AI applications and workloads, NVIDIA-Certified Dell Technologies PowerEdge servers deliver the infrastructure needed to scale AI with tightly integrated NVIDIA technology such as powerful GPUs and the NVIDIA AI Enterprise software suite.
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The Most Important Infrastructure Considerations to Support AI
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Transforming outcomes with modern, automated compute:
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The Bigger Truth

AI technology enables the entire organization to access support the extended scale of AI throughout the business; there is growing recognition that AI is a critical component of modern workloads. With proven technology and seamless integration, Dell and NVIDIA are aligned to customers' needs in the AI lifecycle, providing a radical solution that delivers unprecedented performance and ultra-low latency for all steps of the AI pipeline.